
THE TRIAD EXPERIENCE
 f Flexible installation and configuration options 

make it easy to add exceptional sound to 
any space in every project−including new 
construction, retrofit, outdoor, and invisible

 f Meticulously engineered using the finest materials 
and components to deliver an exceptional 
sound experience throughout a home

 f Hear, but not see, your audio with flexible options 
including our Designer Series, invisible speakers, 
and custom-color paint matching for speaker grills

 f Unique and flexible customization options−
including custom cabinet sizes, custom-
color paint matching, and over 20 real-wood 
veneers to complement any décor

 f Expansive product line to deliver fantastic sound for 
every budget

 f For homeowners that are enthusiastic about 
music and desire an exceptional audio experience 
throughout their home

THE TRIAD COMPETITIVE DIFFERENCE
Customers considering a whole-home audio system 
should really listen to the Triad experience first. 
Key differences include:

 f Built with the finest materials and components 
to deliver a superior sound experience 
throughout a home

 f Unique options deliver a custom experience to 
simplify installation, save time, and reduce cost 
and frustration

 f Most products built to order, not mass produced 
in a factory, which offers flexible customization 
including custom cabinet sizes, custom-color 
paint, and over 20 real-wood veneers to 
complement any décor

 f Broad, flexible product line of speakers voiced-
matched for consistent sound across in-ceiling, 
in-wall, on-wall, or in-room 

 f Sealed enclosures ensure the very best audio 
experience and sound isolation

TRIAD MULTI-ROOM SOLUTIONS
YOUR WHOLE HOME SOUNDS BEAUTIFUL
Triad builds a comprehensive range of high-quality, built-to-order premium audio speakers for every space in and around 
the home. These speakers are engineered to exact specifications and meticulously assembled to deliver uncompromising 
sound from the kitchen to the garage and even the bathroom−with incredible flexibility to install speakers in-ceiling, 
in-wall, on-wall, in-room, and outdoor. With Triad’s custom-paint match service, dealers receive the speakers pre-
painted the perfect color−eliminating the extra time, cost, and frustration of painting grills or cabinets. Over 20 real-
wood veneers for in-room products and invisible options, allow the speakers to blend with any décor or completely 
disappear. Triad has also developed the Designer Series of in-ceiling speakers for the ultimate, no-compromise projects−
when you want the quality and performance of a conventional loudspeaker but need the discreet looks of a small 
grill. The expansive Triad Audio product line helps you deliver fantastic sound anywhere in and around every home.



Rounds:
Very popular in-ceiling speakers 
available in 4 grades: R-series, 
Mini, Bronze, and Silver

Gold: Large 8″ drivers and three-way 
design deliver full, rich audio.

Designer 
Series:

Luxury in-ceiling speakers that 
deliver a full, rich sound through 
a significantly smaller grill.

Platinum:
Dual 10″ drivers deliver more 
sound to fill a larger space 
with exceptional detail.

Mini: Designed with 4″ drivers to be 
small, discreet and affordable

Cinema 
Reference:

Exceptional sound quality and 
efficiency for the audiophile 
or music professional.

Bronze:
Designed with 5 1/4″ drivers 
for bigger sound and 
higher sound quality.

Invisible: For when the music needs 
to be heard, not seen.

Silver: Designed with 6″ drivers for 
excellent performance and value.

Outdoor:

Garden Array for broad 
dispersion and deep bass, 
as well as more conventional 
weatherproof speakers for 
other outdoor applications.

GETTING TO KNOW THE TRIAD MULTI-ROOM AUDIO 
PRODUCTS FAMILY
Triad speakers and subwoofers are available in a variety of installation configurations providing you with incredible 
installation flexibility. Configurations include: on-wall, in-ceiling, in-wall, in-room, invisible, and outdoor versions. 
We’ve designed our speakers to deliver the same sound profile across an entire line, irrespective of the form factor 
(a Gold In-Wall LCR delivers the same sound and performance as a Gold In-Room LCR), so there is no penalty 
for using in-wall or in-ceiling speakers just because that’s what the room requires. See the family below:  



Dealers can help their customers select the perfect Triad speakers for their homes by helping 
them answer two questions:  

What is the desired sound quality and audio volume for the room or space? 

 f Guide customers on how many speakers to use and which grade

 f Speaker sound quality and volume increase as you go up the product line 

 f Need to know where to place your in-ceiling speakers to properly fill your space?  Use the InCeiling Speaker 
Distance Calculator

 f Still need help? Contact the Triad design services team at 1-800-666-6316

What are the installation requirements or limitations? 

 f Guide customers to the proper form factor for each room

 f Form factors include in-ceiling, in-wall, on-wall, in-room, invisible, and outdoor versions

Note: Answers to these questions may be different for each room in the home.

HEARING IS BELIEVING
The best way to get your customers excited about Triad speakers and help them appreciate the exceptional sound they 
offer is through your showroom. Use the Triad demo program to outfit your showroom and create an amazing multi-
room audio experience so that potential customers understand why you are the right partner and why they only want 
Triad Audio Solutions in their home.

GETTING STARTED WITH TRIAD MULTI-ROOM AUDIO
To successfully deliver audio anywhere in a home, you need options. Triad builds a comprehensive range of options in a 
variety of sizes, mounting options, and price points enabling dealers to create fantastic sound everywhere in the home.  



CREATE THE COMPLETE WHOLE-HOME EXPERIENCE 
With Triad speakers, your next project is going to sound fantastic, but sound is just one element of the 
entertainment experience. Whether your project is a media room, multi-room audio, or whole-home 
automation, we’ve got the solutions you need to create a truly unique home entertainment experience 
for your customers. Set your company apart and create the right experiences for your customers.

EA-5 Entertainment and Automation Controller

8-Zone Amplifier

4K Ultra HD AV Matrix Switch

System Remote Control SR-260

T3 Series 10″ In-Wall Touch Screen

Lighting: Wireless Keypad Dimmer

Triad One Streaming Amplifier

8x8 and 24x24 Audio Matrix Switches 



TRIAD DESIGN SERVICES ARE HERE TO HELP
Still not certain if you have chosen the right speakers for your project? No problem. Triad’s Design Services team is eager 
to help dealers create the right system that will delight your customers and ensure your success. And best of all, it’s free! 
Call 1-800-666-6316 for immediate access to one of our design specialists who can help you design the right system for 
your customer’s budget and application.

THE TRIAD COMMITMENT
For decades, Triad has been committed to acoustic excellence and innovation, constructing high-performance, custom-
built speakers using the finest materials and components. In recently joining the Control4 family, this heritage continues 
as a complete audio solution, with exceptional products that include high-resolution sources, amplifiers, and speakers. 
For customers who demand the very best in audio performance, Triad delivers.
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